What Future-Forward Leadership Looks Like. Faster, Smarter, Further Together

This private, invite-only group gathers the world’s top talent development executives who are shaping the future of the profession. Learn more about CTDO Next at CTDONext.td.org, or email ctdonext@td.org.
What is CTDO NEXT?

The CTDO Next network is an exclusive individual membership for executive-level learning leaders. It was developed to help shape what’s next in the talent development field with a focus on future of work technologies and transformations.

Leaders explore these topics and their implications and determine necessary changes through a think-tank approach.
CTDO Next is a unique opportunity for me to get exposure to important topics of the future. Together with a diverse group of outstanding professionals, I can contribute to shape the future of talent development and prepare for the discussion we need to have in our company. The openness and trust are special, and build the solid foundation we need to address the challenges ahead.
Here are the benefits of becoming a member:

**Registration to Annual Retreat**
Attend a complimentary two-day retreat at a world-class resort with other member executives to hear from celebrity speakers on transformations in talent development and share ideas on shaping the future of TD.

**Access to Exclusive Learning Executive Content**
CTDO Next members and their learning organization receive full access to ATD’s Research Library of over 50 full-length research reports, in addition to case studies, quarterly index and trends reports, benchmarking data, and webcasts. Through this premiere content, members stay up-to-date on emerging talent development transformations and technologies.

**Networking With Executive Members**
Share challenges and ideas openly with peers, facilitated by a talent development luminary.

**A Platform to Share Your Thought Leadership**
CTDO Next showcases its collective thought leadership through content outputs in the form of CTDO and TD magazines, conference presentations, and webcasts.

**Events and Education Courses**
CTDO Next members receive a variety of complimentary registrations for their teams to use, including the ATD International Conference & Exposition, ATD-Yale Management Excellence Certificate, and TechKnowledge.

---

CTDO Next Member Benefits

Our members leverage this network as a platform to rethink and refine the talent development profession with like-minded peers.
Talent, learning, careers, heightened business imperatives that demand transformative thinking to ensure our functions create value in an ever-evolving business environment. CTDO has provided welcome access to some remarkable thought leadership, peer networking, and deep dives to tackle a range of vital opportunities encompassing talent analytics and AI, the competencies of tomorrow, technology adoption in talent development, redefining the measurement of our value, and even the emerging role of blockchain and learning!
CTDO Next's 2019 Members

Tara Deakin
Chief Talent and Development Officer at TD Bank

Brian Miller
Vice President Talent, Development & Inclusion at Gilead Sciences

Tamar Elkeles
Chief Human Resources Officer at XCOM

Kimberly Currier
Senior Vice President, People Strategy at North Highland

Tim Tobin
Vice President, Franchisee Onboarding and Learning at Choice Hotels

Kimo Kippen
President of Aloha Learning Advisors, LLC

Terri Pearce
EVP HR & Head of Learning, Talent Development and Talent Acquisition at HSBC

Rebecca Jones
Chief People Officer at European Wax Center

Regina Hartley
Vice President, Global Talent Management at UPS

Eivind Slaaen
Senior Vice President Human Resource, Head of People and Culture Development at Hilti Corporation

Martha Soehren
Chief Talent Development Officer at Comcast

Joyce Gibson
Vice President, Instructional Design, Learning Technologies & Technical Communications Barclaycard US

Kimo Woolsey
President, Defense Acquisition University

Suzanne Frawley
Director, Talent Management Plains All American

Adrian Stevens
Vice President of Learning & Professional Development at Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Talent and learning executives need trusted sources for networking, learning new practices, sharing in thought leadership, and addressing the future of talent development—CTDO provides these trusted sources.
Vision
CTDO Next members advance the talent agenda to create an optimized workplace.

Mission
As a group of talent thought leaders, we shape what’s next in talent development.

Values
Contribution, Trust, Demonstrated Leadership, Openness.